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WELCOME TO OUR INDUSTRY 

Welcome to VATS ENTERPRISES, a leading innovator in the world of packaging
solutions. We are proud to be your dedicated partner, offering a wide range of
packaging products and services tailored to meet your unique needs. Our
commitment to quality, sustainability, and customer satisfaction has made us
a trusted name in the packaging industry.

ABOUT US

Established in the year 2014 we “Vats Enterprises.” is a Manufacturer of the
wide spectrum Anti Static Film, Air Bubble Roll, Packaging Rolls etc. We are
manufacturing these products using premium grade raw material that is
procured from the authentic vendors of the market. We offer these products at
reasonable rates and deliver these within the promised time-frame. 

We have hired an adroit team of employees, which keeps themselves abreast
with advanced manufacturing techniques and designs. Further, we also have
a quality control unit, wherein, we check our entire range on defined
parameters like design, quality and finish. All units and equipped with all the
essential tools, machine, and technology in order to manufacture a high-
quality range of products.

Under the valuable guidance of our mentor, Mr. Aman Bhatia, we are growing
with a notable rate in the market. He has spent long years in the industry to
have rich industrial experience enabling us to understand the varied
requirements of our clients. 



Our Story

Founded in 2014, Vats Enterprises has a rich history of excellence and
dedication to serving our customers. What began as a small enterprise has
evolved into a dynamic and customer-centric packaging industry leader.
We’ve worked tirelessly to build a reputation for superior products, innovation,
and outstanding customer service.

OUR MISSION

At Vats Enterprises, our mission is simple yet profound: we aim to empower
businesses with the packaging solutions they need to succeed. We believe in
delivering more than just products; we provide peace of mind, reliability, and a
partner you can trust. Our dedication to this mission is what sets us apart.

CORE VALUES

Quality: We are committed to providing top-quality packaging products
that not only protect your products but also enhance their market appeal.
Our unwavering attention to detail ensures that every item you receive
meets the highest industry standards.
Sustainability: We take our responsibility to the environment seriously. Our
sustainable practices, such as using eco-friendly materials and promoting
recycling, reflect our commitment to a greener future.
Innovation: We stay at the forefront of the packaging industry by
embracing innovation and cutting-edge technologies. This enables us to
offer packaging solutions that are both creative and efficient.
Customer-Centric: Your success is our success. We pride ourselves on
being a partner that listens to your needs, anticipates your requirements,
and goes the extra mile to meet them. Our knowledgeable and responsive
team is always ready to assist you.

OUR STORY



OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES

At Vats Enterprises, we offer an extensive range of packaging
solutions, including:

Custom Packaging
Standard Packaging
Eco-Friendly Solutions
Design Services
Supply Chain Solutions

EPE FOAM ROLLS

Vats Enterprises offers an array of EPE Foam Rolls to cater the need of
our valued customers for wide range of industrial and consumer
applications.

Shock Absorption
High Resiliency
Cushioning
Easy Fabrication
Dust Resistant

Non-Toxic
100% Recyclable
Thermal Insulation
Ecofriendly (CFC free)
Easy Abrasion

Oil Resistant
Chemically Inert
Hygienic and fungal resistant
Sound/Vibration Damping
Water/Moisture resistant

Features:



EPE SHEET

Vats Enterprises offers an array of EPE Foam Sheets products to fulfill the
need of our valued customers in all the different industrial and
consumer spaces.

Shock Absorption
High Resiliency
Cushioning
Easy Fabrication
Dust Resistant

Features:

Non-Toxic
Recyclable
Thermal Insulation
Ecofriendly (CFC free)
Easy Abrasion

Oil Resistant
Chemically Inert
Fungal resistant
Sound/Vibration Damping
Water/Moisture resistant



FABRICATION RANGE:

VATS ENTERPRISES EPE foam pouches are used in various industries, it
provides protection from dust and scratches during storage and
transportation of goods. We manufacture EPE pouches in a wide
variety of sizes and thickness which can also be customized as per
the customers’ requirements.

POUCHES

FITMENTS
At VATS ENTERPRISES we custom design and fabricate foam box
inserts to provide your products with superior protection while
maintaining aesthetic presentation that they deserve. Our unique
software aided design, development, and manufacturing process
ensures that fitment solutions adhere to strict calculated
specifications of customers.

Foam Duster
VATS ENTERPRISES FOAM DUSTER is used in a variety of applications
such as construction, building finishing, and washing utensils, etc. It
is produced in a variety of qualities, densities, colors, and sizes.

EVA FOAM
VATS ENTERPRISES Eva Foam as continuous fine cell structure while
having high porosity and good water absorption ability. It is
perfectly suitable for applications such as body care, utensils
washing, car washing etc. Vats Enterprise ensures ergonomic design
for better grip and ease of use.

WATCH PACKAGING
Watches are very expensive considering price to size ratio so good
protective packaging is essential to ensure minimal chances of
damage at the same time improve aesthetics. VATS ENTERPRISES
designs and fabricates custom foam inserts for the watch industry
to provide exceptional durability, shock absorption, surface
protection, superior cushioning, and wonderful aesthetics.



AIR BUBBLE ROLLS:

We at VATS ENTERPRISES are proud to be one of the leading manufactures of Air Bubble
Roll in India. To assure the highest standards of quality we only use the finest grade of
imported raw material available with the latest state of the art infrastructure and
experienced workforce. To fulfill the needs of our valued customers our Air Bubble is
available in standard roll form as well as customizable fabricated form.   

Air Bubble Film Rolls Air Bubble Pouches

Features:

Impact Absorption
Surface protection
Anti Static Bubble (ABF)
Water and moisture resistant
Easy Fabrication 

 Transparency 
Different material lamination possible
Non Toxic
Dust Resistent
100% Recyclable



LAMINATION RANGE:

Vats Enterprises Lamination Range Products:

HMHD ROLLS

EPE BUBBLE LAMINATE

We at VATS ENTERPRISES manufacture the finest
quality of HMHD Rolls, uniquely designed and
manufactured to offer an excellent hustle free
performance. VATS ENTERPRISES HMHD rolls have
exceptionally high strength and reusability
making it ideal for many different applications. We
only use the finest grade available PE film for
lamination of our rolls. To adhere to our
customer's needs we also provide VATS
ENTERPRISES HMHD Laminated roll in a wide array
of customised products.

We at VATS ENTERPRISES are proud to offer the
best in class VATS ENTERPRISES EPE Bubble
Lamination product across north India. It is one of
the most uniquely placed industry-leading
product with combined properties of both EPE
foam and Air Bubble, which makes it suitable for a
wide range of applications across various
industries. We provide best in class service to our
customers we offer VATS ENTERPRISES EPE Bubble
Laminated material in many customizable
fabricated forms.



STRETCH FILM:

We at VATS ENTERPRISES are proud to offer one of the highest quality of
stretch film wrap in India. To assure the highest standards of quality we
only use the finest grade of raw material available with the latest
technology and state of the art infrastructure. To fulfill the needs of our
valued customers our Stretch Film is available in standard roll form as well
as customizable form with an array of different colours.   

Features:

Impact Absorption
Surface protection
Water and moisture resistant
Transparency 
Lightweight

Exceptional tear resistance
CFC & HCFC free
Non-Toxic
Dust Resistant
100% Recyclable 



ANTI STATIC

Protecting sensitive electronic components during shipping or storage is a
top priority. At Vats Enterprises we manufacture Anti Static Bag Pink Color
as well as EPE Fitments that are specially designed to protect electronic
items from static discharge, dust, and moisture. Our products are made
from top-quality materials to provide excellent protection against ESD
(Electrostatic Discharge) and are available in different sizes and
dimensions to meet your specific packaging needs.

Anti Static Bag Pink Color EPE Foam Antistatic



Our team is not just a collection of professionals; we are a family working
together towards a common goal – your satisfaction and the success of
your business. It’s the dedication and expertise of our team that allows us
to provide you with the exceptional products and services that Vats
Enterprises is known for. Our people are our greatest asset, and we’re proud
of the difference they make in the packaging industry every day.

We look forward to the opportunity to work with you and demonstrate how
our exceptional team can help meet your packaging needs with precision,
creativity, and dedication. Your success is our success, and we are excited
to be your partners in progress.

WHY OUR TEAM MATTERS:

MEET OUR TEAM MEMBERS:

AMAN  BHATIA
Mentor

ARUN KUMAR VATS
Director

KARAN SAINI
Sales & Marketing Head

RAMAN BAWEJA
Accounts Head
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